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ABSTRACT. D e ta iled knowledge of the energeti cs o f the interaction o f a wa ter monomer with a n ice 
surrace is impor ta nt in understa nding the ractors which control both the nucleation and the growth of ice. 
In this work we m odel this interaction by using a sma ll sectio n or an ice surface a nd semi-empirical qua ntum
mecha nica l calc .lla ti ons or the CNDO/ INDO type to inves tiga te the energeti cs or a gas-phase m olecule 
approaching the surrace. In the a ttempt to simpliry the sys tem as much as possible while re ta ining the 
essentia l fea tures o r the " rea l" phys ical situa tion, 13 water m olecules arra nged in the la tti ce positio ns ror ice 
Ih were used to represent the surrace. Elec tron-density plo ts ror both basal a nd prism surraces we re genera ted. 
Potentia l-energy curves were calculated ror a monome r a pproaching a number or different sites on each 
type or surrace. M onomer-surrace binding energies va ri ed rrom approxima tely 17 to 33 kJ / m o l ror the 
surrace sites exa mined. Ion pa irs or the H JO +-OH- type w ere included in the surrace and their e ffect on the 
energy or interactio n with an in coming monomer calcula ted. For these s tudies no distortion of the ice 
surrace was a llowed . The energies found rollow the sam e trends as observed ror a rree monome r- ion inter
action. 

R EsuME. Calculs d 'orbitales lIIoliculaires dall s les illteractions a l' illterface glace-eau. La connaissance d e ta illee 
de l'aspect energetique de l'interac tion entre un monomere d 'eau et une surrace de glace es t importante 
dans la compreh ension des racteurs qui contr6lent a la foi s la nuclea tion e t la croissance de la glace. Dans 
ce trava il , nous avons construit un m od ele d 'interaction en utilisant une pe tite section de la surface d e glace 
et des calculs semi-empiriques de m ecaniquc quantique du type CNDO/INDO utilises pour calculer les 
caracteristiques e nergetiques d 'une molecule en phase gazeuse a pprochant la surface. De ma niere a simplifier 
le plus poss ible le systeme tout en re tena nt les fac teurs essentiels de la situa tion phys ique " reelle", 13 
molecules d 'eau pl acees dans les positions du reseau d e glace lh sont utilisees pour rcpresente r la surrace. 
Des courbes d e d e nsite electronique pour les plans d e base e t prisma tiques ont ete obtenus. D es courbes 
d 'energie po tentie lle ont ete calculees pour un monom ere a pprochant un nombre de sites differents sur 
chaque type d e surface. Les energies d e lia ison monom ere- surface va ri ent a pproximativement e ntre 17 ct 
33 kJ jmol pour le tetes de surrace e tudies. Des paires d ' io ns de type OH- - H JO + ont ete inclus a la surrace 
e t leur effe t sur l'energie de l'interac tion avec un mono m e re a proximite d e l' interface es t calcule . Pour ces 
etudes aucune dis to rsion de la surface de glace n'a e te en visagee. Les energi es trouvees suivent les memes 
tendances que p OUf' une interaction io n- monomere libre. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. 111olekiilorbitalberechl1llllgell der Wechselwirkllllgell all der W asser- Eis-Oberfliiche. Genaue 
K enntnis d el' Energieverhaltnisse d e l' Wechselwirkung eines vVassermonom ers mit einer Eisob erAache ist 
wichtig fur d as V erstandnis del' Fa kto ren, welche sowohl die K eimbildung a ls a uch das Wachstum von Eis 
beherrschen. In d iesel' Arbeit bilden wir diese Wechselw irkung im Modell nach . Wir nehmen eine n kl einen 
Ausschnitt e iner EisoberAache und h a lbempirische qua nte nmecha nische Berechnungen des C N DOjINDO
Typs, um die Energieverhaltnisse e ines Molekuls der G asphase beim Anna hel'l1 a n die O berAach e zu unter
suchen. Beim V ersuch , das Sys tem soweit wie miigli ch zu vereinfachen und zugleich die w esentli chen 
Kennzeichen d es " wirklichen" phys ika lischen Zusta ndes zu bewahren, wurden dl'eizehn \<Vasse rmolekule 
benutzt, di e a uf d e n Gitterpla tzen von Eis Jh a ngeol'dne t wa ren, um die OberAache darzustelle n . Elektro
nendichtediagra mme wurden fur Bas is- und Prismeno b erA ache aufges te llt. Es wurden KUI'ven del' 
pOlcntiellen Energ ie fUr ein M onom er berechnet, das sich verschiedenen S tellen a uf jeder der beiden O ber
Aachenarten a nna h ert. Die Bindungsencrgien M onomer- OberA ache fur di e untersuchten Ste ll en re ichten 
von a nna hcrnd 17 bis 33 kJ jmol. I o nenpaare des Typs H 3 0 L O H - wurden in die O berAach e mi t e inge
schlossen und ihre \<Virkung auf die \<vechselwirkungsenerg ie mit einem a uftreffenden M onom er b el·echnet. 
Bei diesen Untersuchungen wurde keine Verzcl'l'ung de l' EisoberA achc zugelassen. Die gefund ene n Energien 
folgcn dem selben T rend wie die beobachtete freie M o no m er - l on-\Yechselwirkung. 

INTRODUCTION 

The theore tical investigation of intermolecula r interactions, particularly those involving 
h ydrogen bonds , is of fundamental importance to chemistry, biology, and solid state and 
urface physics. Because of its importance in many chemical and biological processes, the 

study of the properties of wa ter in all of its phases has been an area of intensely active research 
fo r the past d ecade. The earlier theoreti ca l studies of ice (Weissm a nn and Cohan, 1965) 
were confined to a model of the la ttice in which there were onl y two or three inte l-acting 

* Supported in pa rt by Atmospheri c R esearch Section, Na tional Science F ounda tion a nd the Na tional 
Aeronauti cs and Space Administra tion. 
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molecules. Often , only the electrons involved in the hydrogen bond were included in the 
calculations. However, since 1972, several authors (Crowe and Santry, 1973; San try, 1973; 
Cotterill and others, 1973 ; Scott, 1975 ; Plummer and Stein, 1976) have shown the power of 
semi-empirical molecular-orbital calculations for studying larger sys tems of ice and ice-like 
lattices. These calculations concentra ted on de terminations of structural parameters, mole
cular electronic charge distributions, and stabilization energy for idealized infinite ice la ttices 
or small ice-like aggregates. It was found that these semi-empirical quantum-mecha nical 
calculations were in surprisingly close agreement with those properties which could be 
compared with experimental values. Approximate molecular-orbital calculations of the 
CNDOjINDO type (Pople and Beveridge, 1970) give good agreement (Plummer, 1972 and 
unpublished results) with the results of ab initio calcula tions of a small basis set of small 
clusters of water molecules, and even predict the non-additive effects of hydrogen bonding 
found near the Hartree- Fock limit of the extended basis calculation (Hankins and others, 
1970), thus giving confidence that the use of these techniques is justified and does yield 
physically meaningful results. 

The nature of the surface of ice itself has long b een a subject of controversy (Fletcher, 
1970, 1973 ; J ellinek, 1972 ; Nason and Fletcher, 1975) . The only semi-qua ntitative theoretical 
treatment of the ice surface has been developed by Fletcher (1970, 1973) but this addressed 
the question of the presence or a bsence of a liquid-like layer on the surface and not that of the 
stability of the different planes of ice nor the energetics of the surface- monomer interac tion. 
Since the interaction of the surface with an incoming or adsorbed water monomer is of major 
importance in understanding the processes of nucleation and crystal growth, this report will 
concentrate on these aspects of the ice problem. The monomer- surface interaction is modelled 
by using a small section of an ice surface and then applying semi-empirical qua ntum
mechanical calculations of the CNDOjINDO type to investigate the energetics of a gas-phase 
molecule approaching the surface. Preliminary investigations of the water- ice surface using 
a ten-molecule cluster to represent the ice surface have been reported (Plummer and Stein, 
1976) and compared with the results from an empirical pair-potential model (Plummer and 
others, J 976). The latter model is discussed in more d etail in Kiefer and Hale (1977). Addi
tional comparisons b e tween the quantum-mechanical calculations and the pair potential will 
be made in a future report (Plummer, in press) . 

In an attempt to simplify the system as much as possible while retaining the essential 
fea tures of the " real" physical situa tion, an idealized section of the ice surface was represented 
by thirteen wa ter m olecules arranged in the lattice positions of ice Ih . Questions into the 
effects of surface rela xation will be dealt with in subsequent work in which molecular d yna mics 
will b e used. The problem of the nature of " real" ice surface is not specifically addressed , but 
these studies together with the molecular-dynamics studies can be very instructive and provide 
valuable data on a molecular level. 

Potential-energy curves were calculated for a monomer approaching different sites on both 
the basal and prism planes. Three-dimensional electron-density plots of the ice surfaces were 
generated . The specific geometries and surface structures considered are discussed . Then, 
d etails of the calculations are discussed together with a brief description of the CNDO 
technique, and we discuss the results of these calculations. Conclusions and implications for 
future work are included in the las t section. 

When a small group of molecules are used to represent the ice surface, we adopt the 
assumptions that the oxygen sublattice of ice Ih extends to the surface without re-a rrangement, 
this appears to be experimentally justified for sufficiently low temperatures, (Firment and 
Somorjai, 1975), * and that a molecule approaching the surface is influenced primarily by 

* The model is probably valid at substantially highe r temperatures than those studied experimentaly 
(~ 155 K ). This is being investigated using molecular dynamics simulations between temperatures of [60 and 
265 K. 
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first and second nearest neighbors of the approach site. This la tter point is amplified and 
justified later . 

THE MODEL 

For the calculation of the interaction energies of a water monomer with the basal plane, a 
group of thirteen water molecules was arranged on a two-level ice Ih la ttice as illustrated in 
Figure I . The positions of the oxygens are indicated by large circles while the hydrogen 
positions for a specific basal surface are shown as small filled circles. The c-axis is normal to 
the plane a nd the oxygens represented by filled circles lie 0.9 A (I A = IQ - IO m ) below the 
plane. The oxygen- oxygen distances were fixed a t 2.76 A. The intramolecula r O - H separa
tion was 1.0 A, slightly greater than in the vapor (0.957 A), and no distinction was made in 
O - H separation between " free" hydrogens and those participating in hydrogen bonds. The 
neares t-neighbor distance between molecules in the same pla ne (dashed lines) was 4.5 A, the 
lattice constant ao. All H-O- H angles were opened up to 109'50°, the tetrahedral angle. 
The area of this section of the surface is approximately 80 A2. For the basal face, four distinct 
proton configurations have been examined: ( I ) a configuration in which all the molecules in 

Fig. I. Section of the basal surface of ice lh showing the ProtOIl configurations for all alternating (BA ) sw:face. The primary 
bonding site is indicated by I. The dashed lilles cOllnect molecules ill the same plane and illustrate the hexagonal symmetry 
of the lattice. 

the first layer (open circles) had protons pointing out of the plane parallel to the c-axis, (2) a 
configuration in which no protons pointed out of the plane, (3) a configuration in which the 
protons on the central site pointed away from the c-axis while the remaining protons alternated 
up and down (referred to as BA) a nd (4) a second alternating configuration of surface protons 
in which the remaining protons were arranged so as to give the maximum surface stabili ty 
(Plummer, 1972 and unpublished resu lts). The calculations reported here were for the BA 
surface as it a ppeared to be the best representation of an "average" basal surface of ice. 
Addi tionally, entropy considerations would make a geometry like BA, with m ore proton 
disorder than the optimal surface, physically more probable. It has also been suggested 
(Pruppacher and PRaum, 1975) that such a surface would be more conducive to the nuclea
tion of new pla n es of ice than would a more p olar surface. 

For the basal plane, the interaction energies for the monomer approaching four specific 
types of surface sites were calculated. The site la belled I in F igure I was considered as the 
primary bonding position and the potential surface was then calculated for a variety of 
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rotationa l orientations of the approaching monomers. The remaining three "sites" were not 
epi taxia l positions bu t were of interest in " mapping out" the energy contours of the surface. 
T hese non-epitaxia l positions should play a role in surface diffusion and in any liquid-like 
layer on the surface. One such position was in the center of one of the six-membered rings. 
A second position was directly above a second-layer oxygen. In these two cases as well as for 
the primary site, the incoming monomer was oriented so as to donate one of its hydrogens for 
bond formation with the surface. T hus the dipole of the a pproaching m onomer was oriented 
a pproximately 52° from the surface. The fourth surface site was loca ted half-way between 
site 1 a nd a first-layer n earest-neighbor molecule. The m onomer approaching this site was 
oriented so both hyd rogens pointed toward the surface. 

F or evaluating the interaction energy of a monomer with a prism face of ice Ih, the 
molecules represented the surface were a rranged as shown in Figure 2. The c-axis is in the 
p la ne of the molecules a nd the pla ne of the oxygens r epresented by the closed circles lies 
1. 38 A below those r epresented by open circles. Only one configura tion of surface protons 
was considered for th e prism face. Again the prima ry prism site is desig na ted as 1 (F ig. 2) . 

Fig. 2 . Sectioll oJ the prism slll:face oJ ice Ih. The /Jrimary bOllding site is indicated by I. 

T he only other prism site examined h ad the monom er a pproaching with both hydrogens 
available for bonding to the surface . It should be noted that, since the hyd rogen bonds which 
extend from the surface a re not perpendicular to the surface for the prism face, n earest
neighbor surface m olecules are less suitable for bifurcated bonding with an approaching 
monom er. 

In addition to the several neutral basal and prism surface geom etries, ion-pair defects 
were introduced into t he surface and the interaction energies of these de termined wi th a n 
approaching monomer . The ion-pair d efects were produced by moving a proton from one 
end of the hydrogen bond to the other (see Fig. 3). T h e central site was a lways one m olecule 
of the ion pair. In one such defect p a ir, the surface m olecule (first layer) had a n H JO + 
configuration while its companion in the second layer was OH- . In a second configura tion 
the surface molecule w as negative OH- while the H JO + was in the second layer. A third 
ion-pa ir configura tion has the ion pair separa ted by a n eutral water and both ions were in the 
fi rst layer of molecules (see Fig. 4). Since such defects a r e present in concentra tions of I in 106 

(H obbs, 1974, chapters 2 and 6) their effects on the in teraction should be studied. If the 
effects are sufficiently sm a ll, the ion defects could be neglected in any statistical study of the 
ice surface- vapor- surface cluster sys tem . 
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ION PAI R 

N[GATl VE SURFACE SITE 

Fig. 3. S ectiolls of the basal sur.face illustrating two cOlifigurations of ion pair difects . 

SEPMATED ION PAIR 

Fig. 4. Basal sur.face illustrating separated ion defects. 

THE CALCULATIONS 

For these studies of the mono mer- ice surface interaction a ll valence electrons, both of the 
monomer and of the molecules used to represent the sUl'face, were included. T he atomic 
orbital basis for these calculations was of the conventional Slater valence-set type, that is, IS 
orbitals on all the hydrogens and 2S, 2p .. ~, 2P1') 2p: orbitals centered on each oxygen. The 
problem then consisted of calculating the e;pectation value of the energy operator for a 
variety of monomer positions using product wave functions describing the 42 nuclei and 112 

electrons. In order to ma ke the problem tracta ble (and not too expensive) a number of the 
multicenter integra ls were neglected (n eglect of differential overlap) and the two electron 
repulsion integrals were para meterized from experimental atomic-spectra data. T he specific 
technique used has been widely applied to molecular systems and systems of molecular 
aggrega tes . These a pproximate molecular-orbital theorie are known by the acronyms 
CNDO, I DO, or 1 DDO depending on whether the neglect is " complete", " intermediate", 
or limited to " neglect of d iatomic differentia l overlap" (Pople and Beveridge, 1970). 

W e have u ed both the CNDO and INDO methods a nd have found the qualitative 
predictions to be the same from both. The results reponed here are CNDO/2 calculations 
(the 2 identifies the specific parametriza tio n used for the integrals) which could be more 
readi ly compared with and calibrated against previous results for water systems (Hoyland and 
Kier, 1969 ; Dobosh, 1974 ; Scott, 1975) ' 

The calculations were performed on an IBM 370/ I 68 computer and required approxi
mately T.5 minutes of CPU time per monomer- surface geometry. The calcula tion of the 
electron 'd ensity for a specific surface configura tion required approximately 1.2 min of 
CPU time, with an additional 0.15 min to genera te a three-dimensional plot. 

The stability of a given surface geom etry was determined by subtracting 13 times the 
energy of a n individua l surface monomer from the enet'gy for the 13-molecule aggregate. 
T he binding energy of the monomer Eb with the surface was determined b y subtracting the 
energy of the surface E s plus the energy of the monom et' Em from the tota l energy for the 
14-molecule aggregate Et 

The net a tomic charge on any atom l a was equal to the core charge on the atom ,(a minus the 
gross electron population on that atom P a 

l a = ,(a-Pa. (2) 
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For all of the calculations, the geometry of the incoming monomer was fixed at an O- H 
separation of 1.0 A and a H - O - H a ngle of 105° , and these were not allowed to change upon 
bond formation . Additionally, no relaxation of the surface was allowed, either for a change 
in surface geometry or upon interaction with the approaching monomer. 

For each basal or prism site the interaction energies were calcula ted for 12 to 20 monomer
surface distances surrounding the minimum separation. A least-squares fit to the resulting 
potential curves allowed the calculation of vibrational frequencies for a monomer- surface 
stretch. For the principal bonding sites on each face, the energy as a function of rotation 
about the monomer- surface bond was calculated and barriers to rotation estimated. 

R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

These calculations have used a small cluster of 13 water m olecules to model the surface 
of ice Ih. The use of clusters of atoms to model the solid substrate in chemisorption investiga
tions (Johnson and Messmer, 1974 ; Messmer, 1977) produced results in reasona ble agreement 
with experiment. Since we were attempting to model the interaction of a water monomer 
with an infinite ice surface, we needed to determine whether the properties sought could be 
a ttribu ted to localized properties of the extended solid and whether the number of molecules 
used to represent the surface was sufficient to reproduce the short-range effects of the monomer
surface interaction. 

It has been found in simulations of ice (San try, 1973) that intermolecular electron exchange 
a nd delocalization contributions are quite short range, dominated by n earest-neighbor 
interactions and convergent by second-nearest-neighbor inclusion. We found the sam e 
trends for the monomer-surface in teractions. For the basal pla ne, 94% of the interaction 
energy could be attributed to nearest-neighbor interactions with an additiona l 5.4% from 
second-nearest-neighbor interactions. For the prism face, convergence was not quite so rapid , 
a nd third-nearest-neighbor interactions were needed to provide greater than 99 % of the 
interaction energy. With the cluster employed here the monomer interaction included fourth
nearest neighbors for the principal bonding sites on each face a nd third-nearest neighbors 
elsewhere. Thus, it appears reasonable to assume that the en ergetics of the m olecule close to 
the surface could be modelled using this small section of the surface. The principal limita tion 
imposed by the use of the small cluster is that it cannot b e expected faithfully to mimic 
relaxation of the extended crys tal when defects are incorporated. Thus no relaxation was 
allowed in these structures, and our a ttention was directed to the perfect ice surface. 

lvlonomer-basal-surface interactions 

To visualize more easily how the surface would appear to an incoming water molecule, the 
electron densities at a number of points on the surface were calculated. Then the density in 
any plane could be displayed as a three-dimensional plot in which the relative magnitude of 
the density is represented by the height of the peaks in the plot. One such plot for the basal 
(BA) face is shown in Figure 5. This plot illustrates the electron density perpendicular to the 
c-axis in the plane of the upper layer of molecules (refer to Fig. I). The area of the plot is 
180 A2 and the distance between grid points is 0.25 A. The viewer is oriented 30° above the 
plane and 45° clockwise from the orientation depicted in Figure 1. The slight asymmetries in 
the plot are due to the disord er in the proton configurations. As expected, the lone pair of the 
oxygen atom s produced the peak densities, and these togeth er with the effect of molecular 
dipoles served to orient the incoming monomer. However, the magnitude of these effects 
was quite small beyond 4 or 5 A. To illustrate the result that nearest-neigh b or in teractions 
dominate a nd how short-range many of the surface features are, Figure 6 shows the electron
densi ty plot I A above the surface. 
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RLTERNRTJ G PR TDNS 

Fig. 5. Electron-density map of the basal (BA) surface of ice Ih. The magnitude of the density ill the I)lalle of the upper leuel of 
molecllles is relmsented by the height of the peaks. 

Fig . 6. Electroll -density mal) I If above the basal (BA) ice I Iz surface. 

T he cha nge in electro n density with dista nce above the plane has been examined m or e 
closely in the vicinity of the approach sites. In Figure 7 th e d ensity is pl o lled against dista nce 
above the pla ne for points a long the line connecting the primary bonding si te a nd the site for 
bifurcated bonding. The center peak is located at the prima ry site; bifurcated bonding occurs 
midway between the center and right-most peaks, with the two hydrogens in the plane a nd 
poin ting toward the peaks. Figure 8 illustt-a tes the electron d ensity for a n a pproach traj ector y 
over a second-l ayer molecule. T he approach site is a t the cen ter peak ; the o ther points lie on 
a line pa r a llel to tha t of Figure 7- T he scale of peak heig h ts has been increased in Figure 8 
to show more detail. 

The m ost stable configuration of basal (BA) and m onomer had the m onomer 2. 55 A 
above the primary site with the non-bonded monomer hydrogen oriented 1800 from the 
surface molecule H- O - H bisector. The po tential curve for this inte raction is shown in 
Figure 9 a nd has a n energy minimum of - 33.3 kJ /m ol (34.7 X 10- 2 eV ) . The ba rrier to 
rota tion about the monomer- surface bond was 2. 1 kJ /mol ( 2.17 X 10- 2 eV ) which is approxi
mately kT. The stretching frequency for the bond, calcula ted via a leas t-squares fi t to the 
potential curve, was 280 cm- I. 
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BRSRL PLRNE ICE I 

Fig. 7. Electron-density map perpendicular to the basal (B A) surface along the trajectories approaching the primary and bifurcated 
sites. 

BRSRL PLR NE ICE I 

Fig. 8. Electron-density map for the approach to the second layer bonding site. The axes are parallel to those ill Figure 7. 

The second most stable monomer- surface geometry was the one in which the monomer 
was in a bifurcated position and had both hydrogens pa rticipating in bonds to the surface. 
The distance of the monomer oxygen from the surface at the energy minimum was 1.7 A 
and the energy was - '28 .4 k] jmol (0.30 eV) . The potential curve for the monomer approach
ing this site together with that for the monom er over a second-layer molecule are shown in 
Figure 10. Figure I I shows the potential barrier for rotation between the primary site with 
one hydrogen bond and the bifurcated site w ith two monomer- surface bonds. The barrier 
height was I r. 3 kJ fmol (0. I 17 e V ) above the primary site. Other orientations of the monomer 
dipole above the bifurcated site were investigated but all had weaker bonding to the surface. 

The remaining two basal sites for which the monomer- surface interaction was calculated 
were not true bonding configurations since n o m onomer- surface hydrogen bond was formed. 
H owever these are both local attractive minima in the p otential surface . The attraction 
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Fig. [r. Potential energy barrier Jor transition between the primary and bifurcated basal sites. 

interaction is approximately one-half that of the primary bonding site. The magnitude and 
exact location of these local minima are highly dependent on the orientation of both the surface 
protons and those of the incoming water monomer. 

Monomer- prism-swface interactions 

For the prism face, electron-density plots of the surface were again generated in order to 
assess in a better way the effects of the surface on an incoming mono mer. The plot obtained 
for the prism plane is shown in Figure 12 where the density is plotted parallel to the c-axis and 
through the upper layer of oxygen atoms (see Fig. 2). The magnitude of the interaction of the 
mono mer with the primary site is found to be slightly less than for the basal face (- 33 
kJ(mol) although the difference is at the limit of the accuracy of the calculations. However, 
bonding to the bifurcated site was substantially less for the prism face amounting to an energy 
of 16,3 kJ (mol. The barrier for rotation about the monomer surface bond at the primary site 
was about the same as for the basal face: 2 .09 kJ(mol. The vibrational frequency calculated 
for elongation of this bond (266 cm- I) is slightly less than for the basal plane . 

Fig. 12. Electron-density mapJor prismJace o/ice Ill. 
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M onomer- ion-pair-difect interactions 

Ordina rily the Bernal- F owler rul es a pply in ice, tha t is, each water molecule is surrounded 
by two near hydrogens and two hydrogens a t a pproximately twice the dista n ce of the near 
hydrogens. These conditions guarantee the neutrality of each molecule as well as assuring 
the presen ce of one and only one hydrogen p er bond. H owever, if this were a lways the case 
it would be ha rd to explain the observed electrical properties of ice. Bjerrum ( 1951 ) suggested 
that certain types of point d efects, which viola ted the Bernal- Fowler rules, could be present 
and tha t their migration could provide an expla nation for m a ny of the electrical properties of 
ice (Camplin a nd Glen, 1973; Glen and Paren, 1975). T he types of point defects sugges ted 
were ion-pa ir defects and orienta tional defects . In the former , a proton is tra nsferred from 
one wa ter molecule to its neighbor producing a n H 30 + and a n OH- pair. If the negative ion 
then captures a proton from an adjacent m olecule before recombination occurs, the ionic 
defect has b een somewhat sta bilized and we have the first step in charge mig ration. In the 
case of the orienta tional defects, rota tion of a single molecule can put two hydrogens on the 
same bond (a D-defect) a nd simultaneously create a bond having no hydrogens (a n L-defec t) . 
In this report we will discuss only the ionic d efects . T he interactions of the monomer with a 
surface containing orienta tio na l defects as well as isola ted ions will be reported la ter (Plummer, 
in press). 

As described earlier , a study of ion-pair d efects on the basal surface was p erformed. An 
upper bound for the energy required to produce the defec ts is given by 
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Fig. 13 . Potential energy versus mOllomer-slliface distallcefor a mOllomer approaching a positive slliface site (top ) and a negative 
suiface site (bottom) of basal ice Ih having ion-pair difect sites. 
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where E a is the defect energy, Es n is the energy of a neutral surface, a nd E s i is the energy 
associated with an ionic surface. T his number will be a n over-estimate, since it includes only 
the energy required [or ionization and cha rge separa tion but no compensating relaxation of the 
surface. T he values obta ined ranged from 600 to 850 kJ /mol (6.3 to 8.8 eV ), a bout the same 
magnitude as the proton affini ty of water , 670 kJ Imol (7 e V ). 

T he primary basal site for monomer interaction was a lways one of the ion pairs and was 
the only site of mono m er approach included in these studies . In the first case, a proton was 
moved from a second-layer molecule producing an H 30 + ion a t the surface h aving all protons 
pointing into the surface. This orienta tion was not conducive to hydrogen-bond forma tion 
with a n incoming m onom er bu t nevertheless exhibited a n attractive in teraction in excess of 
20.9 kJ Imol. When the proton was shifted from the prima ry site to a second-layer molecule 
producing an OH- prima ry site, a very strong bond with the incoming m ono mer resulted. 
T he potential energy as a function of distance for these interactions is illustra ted in Figure 13. 
The negative prima ry site also exhibi ted a higher barrier to rotation about the monomer- ion 
bonds than found with the neutral site. 

A third ion-pair configuration was produced by shifting the proton from the second-layer 
H 30 + to a n adjacent upper-layer molecule (see Fig. 4). This had the effec t of separating the 
ion pa ir a nd having both ion defects in the upper layer of molecules. The energy required to 
produce the separa ted d efect was 2 10 kJ Imol ( 2.2 eV) . When the ions were separated in this 
fashion , the strength of the interaction with an incoming m ono mer was essen tiall y the sam e 
as for a m onomer with a " free" OH- ion a nd greater tha n in the second type o[ configura tion . 

C O NCLUSIO NS 

In this study we h ave modell ed the interaction of a wa ter mono mer wi th an extended , 
perfect ice surface represented by a cluster of 13 water molecules whose oxygens were arra nged 
at the la ttice sites for h exagonal ice. Summaries of the results appear in T ables I a nd H . 
We have shown tha t the interaction energies a re domina ted by nearest-neighbor effects a nd 
hence this model appears quite reasonable. 

T he a ttraction energies were calcula ted for a variety of possible attachment sites on both 
prism a nd basal faces . I t was found tha t epitaxial sites, those which allowed a hydrogen bond 
to be formed between th e monomer and the surface, produced the largest interaction energies. 
T hese energies were a pproximately the sam e (-33.4 kJ Imol ) [or the two ice crystal surfaces. 

T ABLE 1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS FOR BASAL SURFACE- ENERGY CALCULAT IONS 

Frequency 
Site Energy (bond stretch) 

kJJmol cm- t 

Primary basal 
(a ) 1800 -33-4 280 
(b ) 00 -3 1.4 

Second layer - 16·93 180 
Ring cen ter - 18.60 
Bifurcated - 28.42 190 

TABLE II. S UMMARY OF RESULTS FO R ENERGY CA LCULATION FOR DEFECT SURFACES 

Site Energy Frequency Rotation barrier 
kJJmol cm- I kJJmol 

Primary basal - 33·35 280 2. I 
Defect ion pa irs 

(a ) Positive site - 21.23 130 0.8 
(b) Negat ive site - 101.82 300 2.8 
(c) Sepa ra ted ion pair - 156.75 380 
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The second-most-stable configura tion has two " bonds" formed between the monomer and the 
basal surface. This bifurcated structure was sepa ra ted from the m ost-stable configuration by 
an energy ba rrier of 6.3 kJ jm ol. T his orienta tion of the monomer is probably m ost frequently 
observed as a m etastable or intermedia te structure for a molecule in transition b etween two 
of the epita xial bonding sites . T his position can be regarded as a local minimum in the 
potential for surface diffusion. Its existence a nd the modera te ba rrier between it a nd a more 
stable epitaxia l structure, m a kes reasonable the considera tion of a " bipedal wa lk" process for 
the surface diffusion of wa ter on the basal surface of ice. T he situa tion is quite differ ent on the 
prism face where a simila r bifurcated geom etry was found to be less sta ble tha n " non
bonding" configura tions on the basal ice surface. 

T he other two approach sites considered for the basal surface were no t true bonding 
configura tions, but they proved to be a ttractive sites with interaction energies in the range of 
- (17-2 I ) kJ jm ol. The magnitude of this a ttraction will be highly dependent on the orienta tion 
of both the m onomer and the surface hydrogen s a nd will be investigated more extensively in 
future work . Since these are local minima in th e surface potentia l, they can a ttract a nd physi
cally adsorb a m onomer if its incoming energy is not too great. The monom er could be 
quasi-bound for some time before being re-eva porated or diffusing across the surface to be 
incorpora ted into an epitaxia l position. These sites can also provide added sta bilization for 
the addition of a second m olecule to a mono m er already bound to a prima ry site thereby 
enhancing the initial step in cluster formation . 

F rom these calcula tions we can estimate a "s ta tic" diffusion ra te and residence time for a 
monomer on the basal surface. For these evaluations, we use the expressions o f Burton and 
others (1951 ) . 

Xs = rx (v'jv)! exp{(EA - ED )j2k T}, 

a nd 

T S = V - I ex p[EA/kT], (5) 

where Xs is the diffusion time, rx is the distance be tween nearest n eighbors in the same plane, v 
is the stretching freq uency, v' is the diffusion frequency, EA and ED are the average binding 
and diffusion en ergies, and 'Ts is the residence time. For the average binding energy EA we 
used tha t associa ted with a p rimary site, 32 kJ jm oi. T he diffusion barrie r was taken as 
10 kJ /mol and v' and v were 450 cm- I and 280 cm- I respectively. For a temperature of 
260 K , we find the mean path length to be ap p roximately 27orx, where rx is 4.5 A, th e distance 
between nearest neighbors in th e same plane. The residence time is estima ted as 7 X J 0- 7 s. 
It should be n oted that these a re estimates of dynamic quan ti ties from static calcula tions. 
Additiona lly, they should be regarded as an upper limit to these q uantities as we h ave taken 
the bottom of the poten tial well as our value for EA so that zero-point vibration al energics 
have not been excluded. Probably vibra tional excitation should be included as well. H owever, 
these refinem ent did not seem justified in th e light of the other approximations inherent in 
Equations (4) and (5). T he estimate of XS = 270rx may be compared wi th t he es timate of 
Burton and others of Xs = 400rx for the (I 1 I) face of an f. c.c. crystal. 

W e also examined the effect on the monom er- surface in teraction of incorporating ion-pair 
defects in the surface. As one migh t expect, we found the in teraction energit's to be greater, 
ranging from three to fi ve times as strong as w ith the neutral si te. The poten tial wells were 
also steeper , yielding higher stretching frequen cies. T he energies required to produce the 
defec ts compare well with the experimental p roton affi ni ty of water and also w i th calculated 
barriers to proton transfer (W eissmann and Coha n, 1965). F u ture studies will address the 
question of lattice relaxation and defect mobili ty. It would be expected that th e presence of 
ion-defect pairs or isola ted ions in the surface would significantly alter diffusio n rates near 
those sites . Indeed , because of the strength of the interaction, the resul ts of these calcula tions 
predict no diffusion from the ionic sites. 
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In summary, I emphasize the following points: First, while the streng ths of the bondings 
between the basal and p rism planes a re roughly the sam e, the studies r epor ted here sugges t 
that the diffusion rates a nd residence times may be substa n tia lly differen t for the two crys tal 
faces . T herefore, factors such as supersatu ration and fl ux of monomers to the surface, as well 
as the temperature of th e surface a nd vapor, will play a la rge role in determining the ice
crystal growth habit. Such factors should be studied in a d ynamical fas hion a nd such calcula 
tions a r e under way. Secondly, the ice surface should be viewed not as having isolated strong
bonding regions sepa ra ted by repulsive regions but r a ther as consisting of attractive regions 
sepa rated by low energy barriers. The non-bonding local minima provide the energy 
mechanism whereby a m olecule approaching a surface does not have to attach initially to a 
primary bonding sitc b u t can be attracted a nd remain in con tact with the surface long enough 
to either move to a more favorable bonding position on the surface or become a ttached to a 
m olecule or cluster a lread y bonded to the surface . This, in turn, again suggests that surface 
diffusion would be a primary mechanism for surface cluster formation and growth. T hird , the 
presence of these non-bonding sites toge ther with the essentially free rotation about monomer
su rface bonds provide m otions not presen t in the crystal, and hence m ay be the molecula r 
origin of a liquid-like layer on the ice surface. 

Whil e these calculations are only a model for the real interaction, they represen t a first 
a ttempt to model this interaction from a molecular poin t of view using qua ntum-mecha nical 
calculations. T he res ults reported do p rovide considerable information a bout the monom er
surface interaction and within the limits of the model a llow us to draw preliminary conclusions 
abou t processes on the surface of ice. 
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DIS CU SSION 

\ V. B. KAMB: \-Yhat yo u call a " bifurcated site" does not involve bifurcated hydrogen bonds as 
that te rm is conventiona lly used ; you cou ld perhaps better call it a " doubly-bonded site". 

Also, the pa rticular interaction between the H 30 + ion a nd monomer that you described 
is one where no H-bond is formed . If this is definitely more stable than the H-bonded con
fi guration, it might suggest that, in the ice crystal , H 30 + ions and L-defects should be 
permanently associated. 

P. L. M. PLUMMER: Perhaps it would be better to refer to the single-pro ton-down configura
tion as a "single donor" a nd the two-proton-down configuratio n as a "double donor" con
figurat ion , then an oxygen-down orientation could be a "single" or " double" acceptor 
depending on its attachment to the surface. 

I cannot address your second question as to whether the H 30 + a nd L-defects should be 
permanently associated in the bulk, but for the surface- monomer case, wher e the monomer is 
free to rotate so as to optimize the interaction when a ll the protons on H 30 + are directed into 
the solid , the L-defect configuration is more stable. I t should be recalled , however, that the 
all-pro ton-down orienta tion is only one of four for H 30 +, the others are orientated for 
hydrogen-bond formation with an incoming mono mer w hich would, of course, be a much 
stronger interaction . 
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J. W . G L EN: Whilst agreeing with Dr K amb's second rem ark, I disagree with the first as I 
believe the " bifurcated" a pproach was to two molecules both in the top layer and thus 
tending to a four-oxygen ring . As the appa rent failure of the monomer to give hydrogen 
bonding in one orienta tion of the H 30 + ion on the surface is potentially impor tant, as K amb 
has pointed ou t, I am interested to know whether you tried OH- ions in bo th orienta tions 
(proton out of the surface as well as proton in the surface). 

P LUMME R : No, I have not as yet, bu t tha t calcula tion will be done. However, for the OH-, 
either orienta tion is favoura ble for hydrogen-bond forma tion with the monom er. 

J. E. B E R TIE : Your calculations will cer tainly be used by those interested in the formation and 
growth of ice crystals from the vapour. It is particularly importa n t, therefore, tha t a n estimate 
of the effect of the approxima tions in your treatment be given . I note that you used the CNDO 
and I DO approxima tions to the ab initio molecular-orbita l treatmen t. T hese are very 
a pproxima te in principle a nd are nowadays only used in cases which cannot be treated by 
the full molecular-orbital m ethod. Since th e energies tha t you calculated are small ( .$40 
kJ /mol), it is par ticularly necessary to give a n estimate of the effect of your a pproximations 
and their values. Can you give this es tima te please? 

P LUMMER : It is certainly true tha t the CNDO/I NDO techniques are semi-empirical in nature 
a nd must be used with great care. T he results a re much more r elia ble for compa ring different 
str uctures within the sam e types of systems w here you are looking at energy differences, and 
are not nearly as good for either absolute total energies or for comparisons between systems 
(say water systems against organics). It is m y feeling tha t the values for bonding energies a re 
probably good to IQ or 15% and that differen ces greater tha n 4 kJ/mol are real. T hose less 
than 1.2 kJ/mol may well not be. We have compared the CNDO with other semi-empirical 
methods, empirical potentials, and with ab initio calcula tions, when possible, and these are 
the ra nges of accuracy which seem reasonable from these comparisons. T he separa tions are 
surely abou t 10% too small . 
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